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Shri	gurubhyo	nama:	
	
There	is	a	view	among	certain	scholars1,2	,3	of	Advaita	that	ShankarAchArya’s	prasthAna	traya	
bhAshya	 does	 not	 support	 drishTi-srishTi	 vAda	 (DSV).	 Two	 references	 are	 cited	 by	 them,	
where	 Shankaracharya	 appears	 to	 be	 arguing	 against	 DSV,	 favouring	 srishTi-drishTi	 vAda	
(SDV)	-		the	bhAshya	of	Brahma	Sutra	(BS)	2.2.28	and	the	bhAshya	of	GaudapAda	KArika	(GK)	
4.28.	Based	on	these	references,	Doherty	and	others	are	of	the	opinion	that	“Sankara	holds	
that	the	world	is	not	a	creation	of	the	observer	(drsti-srsti),	but	rather,	is	seen	because	it	is	
there	(srsti-drsti)”	and	consequently,	DSV	“is	a	view	which	is	rejected	by	Sankara”.		
	
However,	 this	 view	 as	 presented,	 does	 not	 appear	 to	 be	 in	 line	with	 several	 stalwarts	 of	
advaita,	including	Madhusudana	Sarasvati,	Nishchaladasa,	etc.	who	hold	that	DSV	is	the	“main	
Vedanta	 theory”4.	 H.H.	 Sri	 Abhinava	 VidyAtIrtha	MahAswAmigal,	 the	 former	 head	 of	 the	
Sringeri	Shankara	Math,	held	DSV	 in	high	esteem	but	said	that	 it	may	not	be	“suitable	 for	
many	people	because	their	minds	are	not	pure	enough	to	imbibe	it”5.		
	
While	both	DSV	and	SDV	are	only	prakriyAs	(i.e.	a	teaching	methodology),	and	one	AchArya’s	
preference	for	one	prakriyA	over	the	other	does	not	represent	a	fundamental	divergence	of	
views	on	siddhAnta	within	the	advaita	sampradAya,	let	us	examine	the	question	if	ShankarA’s	
bhAshyas	invalidate	DSV.		
	
The	view	of	this	author	is	that	when	the	sections	of	ShankarAchArya’s	bhAshya	that	appear	
to	favour	SDV	over	DSV	are	looked	at	from	a	different	perspective	(specifically,	BS	2.2.28	and	
GK	4.28	are	treated	in	this	paper),	a	different	picture	regarding	his	position	on	this	matter	
emerges.	Rejection	of	DSV	on	the	basis	of	a	refutation	of	vijnAnavAda	is	throwing	the	baby	
out	with	the	bathwater.	
	

1. Does	Brahma	Sutra	2.2.28	reject	DSV?	
Brahma	 Sutra	 2.2.28	 (नाभाव	 उपल(धेः)	 is	 the	 first	 of	 a	 set	 of	 5	 Sutras	 comprising	

अभावा-धकरणम,्	which	 is	 a	 refutation	of	 vijnAnavAda.	 It	 is	 the	 contention	of	 the	 scholars	
mentioned	 previously1,2,3	 that	 they	 refute	 DSV	 as	 well.	 Here	 is	 a	 sample	 of	 some	 of	 the	
arguments	that	ShankarAchArya	makes	in	this	sutra.	
	

1) न	चोपल5यमान7यवैाभावो	भ9वतमुह=>त -	That	which	is	perceivable	cannot	not	exist.	
2) य@-ध	 ABयCादEनामFयतमेना9प	 Aमाणेनोपल5यत,े	 तBसHभव>त यI	ु न	 केन-चद9प	

Aमाणेनोपल5यत,े	तFन	सHभव>त; इह	त	ुयथा7वं	सवNरेव	Aमाणबैा=Pयोऽथ=	उपल5यमानः	 -	
Translation:	“That	which	is	knowable	by	perception	and	other	pramANAs	is	possible,	
that	which	is	not	knowable	by	any	pramANA	is	impossible.	Here	external	things	are,	
according	to	their	nature,	apprehended	by	all	instruments	of	knowledge.”	6	
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On	the	face	of	 it,	this	 is	clinching	evidence	of	ShankarAchArya’s	view	that	external	objects	
must	be	real,	and	as	a	consequence,	there	is	room	to	argue	that	ShankarAchArya	refutes	DSV	
as	well.	
	
Presumably,	the	train	of	logic	is	as	follows:	If	external	objects	were	real,	it	would	mean	that	
they	existed	independently	of	the	seer,	and	consequently	they	existed	independently	of	(and	
importantly,	 in	 the	 absence	of)	 the	 seer’s	 perception.	 Therefore,	 a	 belief	 in	 the	 reality	 of	
external	objects	invalidates	the	creation-by-perception	theory	that	is	DSV.	
	
Therefore,	 on	 an	 examination	 of	 Shankara’s	 comments	 to	 the	 Brahma	 Sutra,	 the	 natural	
inclination	is	to	agree	with	Sri	Ramachandran	when	he	says	that	ShankarAchArya’s	“refutation	
of	the	Buddhistic	school	of	Vijnanavada	in	his	commentary	on	the	same	sutra	applies	as	well	
to	Prakasananda’s	drishti-srishti-vada”3.	
	
However,	 ShankarAchArya’s	 comments	 on	 vijnAnavAda	 in	 BS	 2.2.28	 must	 be	 viewed	
holistically	in	light	of	what	he	says	in	his	commentary	to	the	GaudapAda	kArika.		
	

2. GaudapAda	kArika		 	
Like	BS	2.2.28,	it	was	argued	by	the	same	group	of	scholars	that	GK4.28	and	its	bhAshya	by	
Shankara,	being	a	rejection	of	vijnAnavAda,	also	rejects	DSV.	
	
Before	 we	 go	 into	 the	 merits	 of	 such	 a	 line	 of	 argument,	 let	 us	 take	 a	 short	 detour	 to	
understand	 the	 context	 of	 GK	 4.28.	 4.28	 occurs	 in	 the	 4th	 prakaraNa,	 or	 chapter,	 of	 the	
GaudapAda	kArika,	the	alAtishAnti	prakaraNa.	This	particular	kArika,	which	is	a	refutation	of	
vijnAnavAda,	follows	3	kArikAs	(4.25-4.26)	that,	taking	a	vijnAnavAda	standpoint,	refute	the	
reality	of	external	objects,	which	is	the	view	held	by	a	group	of	dualists.	Having	refuted	their	
reality	from	a	vijnAnavAda	standpoint,	GaudapAda	proceeds	to	refute	vijnAnavAda	itself	in	
4.28.		
	
This	is	a	well-known	strategy	called	prathama-malla	nyAya	(the	“winning-wrestler	strategy”).	
In	 refuting	 an	 opponent’s	 viewpoints,	 this	 approach	 pits	 the	 arguments	 of	 one	 opponent	
against	 the	 other,	 before	 debating	 with	 the	 “winning”	 opponent.	 Therefore,	 beating	 the	
winner	 implies	beating	every	other	opponent.	However,	what	must	be	noted	is	that	when	
pitting	one	opponent’s	view	against	the	other,	the	siddhAntin	does	not	accept	the	views	of	
either	opponent	as	his	own	–	if	he	does,	it	is	only	provisionally	so.	The	primary	purpose	of	
using	one	opponent’s	position	is	to	simply	refute	the	other.	
	
This	is	what	4.28	says:		
	
त7माFन	जायत	े-चI	ं-चITUयं	न	जायत	े।		

त7य	पUयिFत	ये	जा>त	ंखे	व	ैपUयिFत	त	ेपदम	्॥	२८	॥ 
Therefore,	neither	the	mind	nor	the	objects	perceived	by	the	mind	are	ever	born.	Those	who	
perceive	such	birth	may	as	well	discover	the	foot-prints	(of	the	birds)	in	the	sky.	(Translated	
by	Swami	Nikhilananda)6.		
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ShankarAchArya	 starts	 off	 acknowledging	 the	 prathama-malla	 strategy	 adopted	 by	
GaudapAdachArya	in	GK4.28.	He	says:	“‘AZ[तःे	स>न\मIBवम’्	(मा.	का.	४-२५)	इBया_द	एतदFतं	
9वZानवा_दनो	बौ@ध7य	वचनं	बाPयाथ=वा_दपCA>तषधेपरम	्आचायdणानमुो_दतम	्।“	
Translation	 :	“The	verses	of	 the	Karika	 from	25	to	27	give	 the	views	of	a	class	of	Buddhist	
thinkers,	known	as	the	vijnAnAvadins	(the	subjective	idealists),	who	thus	refute	the	views	of	
those	maintain	the	reality	of	external	objects.	The	Advaitic	teacher	(GaudapAda)	approves	of	
these	arguments”6.	
	
Three	things	are	evident	here:	1)	GaudapAda	uses	the	arguments	of	vijnAnavadins	to	refute	
the	 dualists,	 i.e.	 those	 who	 hold	 that	 external	 objects	 are	 real,	 2)	 He	 approves	 of	 those	
arguments	 3)	 vijnAnavAda	 is	 not	 siddhAnta	 according	 to	 him	 (because	 kArika	 28,	 as	 said	
before,	is	a	refutation	of	vijnAnavAda).		
	
It	 is	 the	 contention	 of	 this	 author	 that	 GaudapAdAchArya	 and	 ShankarAchArya,	 like	 the	
vijnAnavadins,	hold	that	external	objects	are	not	real,	but	unlike	them,	do	not	hold	the	mind	
as	momentary	and	thereby	born	every	moment.	Thus,	what		is	rejected	by	GaudapAdachArya,	
is	 vijnAnavAdins’	 belief	 in	 the	birth	of	 a	mind	 and	 its	momentariness,	 and	 therefore	 they	
“resemble	 those	 who	 (profess	 to)	 see	 in	 the	 sky	 foot-prints	 left	 by	 birds	 etc.”6.	 That	
ShankarAchArya	 accepts	 this	 viewpoint	 is	 evident	 as	 he	 respectfully	 agrees	 with	 his	
Paramaguru	thus:	“आचायdणानमुो_दतम”्. 
	

3. Refutation	of	bAhyArtha	from	a	vijnAnavAda	standpoint	(4.25-4.27)	
To	justify	the	view	that	GaudapAdAchArya	and	ShankarAchArya	hold	that	external	objects	are	
not	real,	we	examine	GK	4.24-4.27	closely.	
	
kArika	4.24	presents	the	view	of	the	bAhyArthavAdin	(dualist)	opponent. 
	
kArika	4.24:		
AZ[तःे	स>न\मIBवमFयथा	@वयनाशतः	।		

संhलेश7योपल(धेUच	परतFiाि7तता	मता	॥	२४	॥	
Translation	(4.24):	“Subjective	knowledge	must	have	an	objective	cause;	otherwise	both	must	
be	non-existent.	For	 this	 reason	as	well	as	 that	of	 the	experience	of	pain,	 the	existence	of	
external	objects,	accepted	by	other	thinkers,	should	be	admitted.”	6		
	
Essentially,	here	the	dualist	 is	saying	that	 in	order	to	have	knowledge	of	something,	there	
must	be	a	cause.	The	cause	here	is	a	real	external	object	which	the	knowledge	reveals.	The	
cognition	 of	 sound	 etc.	 is	 not	 possible	without	 have	 any	 external	 object.	 Further,	misery	
caused	by	a	burn	etc.,	is	experienced	by	all	–	such	pain	caused	by	burns	would	not	have	been	
felt	in	the	absence	of	the	fire,	which	is	the	cause	of	the	burns	and	which	exists	independent	
of	the	knowledge	of	the	perceiving	subject.	What	is	relevant	to	us	is	this:	If	the	object	is	an	
independent	cause	for	the	knowledge	(perception),	then	the	knowledge	(perception)	cannot	
be	the	cause	for	the	object,	and	hence	DSV	is	rejected.	
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kArika	4.25:		
To	refute	this	objection,	the	next	kArika	says:		
 
AZ[तःे	स>न\मIBव\मjयत	ेयिुhतदश=नात	्।		

>न\मI7या>न\मIBव\मjयत	ेभतूदश=नात	्॥	२५	॥ 
Translation	 (4.25):	 “From	 the	 point	 of	 view	 of	 logical	 reason	 a	 cause	 for	 the	 subjective	
impression	must	be	assigned.	But	from	the	standpoint	of	the	highest	Reality	or	the	true	nature	
of	 things,	we	 find	 that	 the	 (so-called)	 cause	 (of	 the	 subjective	 impression)	 is,	 after	 all,	 no	
cause.”	6	

	
In	response	to	the	objection	by	the	dualist	 in	kArika	24,	the	vijnAnavAdin	argues	(which	 is	
agreed	to	by	the	advaitin,	see	the	note	to	kArika	28,	presented	above)	that	the	external	object	
(say	pot)	that	is	posited	by	the	dualist	as	the	cause	for	the	subjective	knowledge	of	the	pot,	is	
not	the	cause	of	such	subjective	knowledge,	nor	is	it	the	cause	of	experiences	of	variety.	Why?	
Here	Shankara	gives	two	interpretations:	One,	on	the	basis	of	a	reading	of	भतूदश=नात,्	and	
another,	on	an	alternative	reading	of	अभतूदश=नात.्				
	
From	the	standpoint	of	ultimate	reality	(भतूदश=नात)्,	there	is	no	pot	apart	from	clay,	no	cloth	
apart	from	the	thread	in	it	etc.	That	clay	itself	would	have	earth	as	its	cause,	which	has	water	
as	its	cause,	ad	infinitum.	If	we	thus	proceed	to	find	out	the	true	nature	of	anything,	by	going	
from	one	cause	to	another,	till	language	or	the	object	denoted	by	the	language	fails	us,	we	
are	unable	to	find	out	the	true	cause	of	anything.	Therefore,	no	external	object	may	said	to	
be	the	cause	of	subjective	knowledge.	
	
Alternatively,	using	the	reading	of	अभतूदश=नात,् the	meaning	of	the	kArika	is	that	we	do	not	
admit	external	objects	as	the	cause	because	they	are	unreal,	like	the	unreal	snake	seen	in	a	
rope.	Therefore,	argues	the	vedAntin,	how	can	an	unreal	thing	be	a	cause	for	the	subjective	
knowledge	of	that	thing?   		
	
kArika	4.26:		
-चI	ंन	सं7पशृBयथn	नाथा=भासं	तथवै	च	।		

अभतूो	_ह	यतUचाथo	नाथा=भास7ततः	पथृक्	॥	२६	॥  
Translation	(4.26):	“The	mind	is	not	related	to	the	(external)	objects.	Nor	are	the	ideas	which	
appear	as	external	objects,	reflections	upon	the	mind.	 It	 is	so	because	the	objects	are	non-
existent	and	the	ideas	(which	appear	as	external	objects)	are	not	separate	from	the	mind.”	6		
	
Following	the	reasons	given	in	kArika	25,	there	are	no	external	objects	as	cause,	and	
therefore	the	mind	does	not	relate	itself	to	external	objects	which	are	supposed	to	be	the	
cause	of	the	subjective	impression	of	those	objects.	ShankarAchArya	goes	to	make	two	
important	observations	regarding	the	nature	of	the	waking	state	and	mind	in	this.	He	says:		
	
अभतूो	_ह	जागrरतऽे9प	7व[नाथ=वदेव	बाPयः	श(दा@यथo	यतः	उhतहेतBुवाsच	।	
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ना[यथा=भासिUचIाBपथृक्	।	-चIमेव	_ह	घटा@यथ=वदवभासत	ेयथा	7व[ने ॥ 
External	objects	such	as	sound,	etc.	seen	in	the	waking	state	are	as	unreal	as	dream-objects	
for	reasons	stated	already.	Another	reason	is	that	ideas	appearing	as	external	objects	are	not	
different	from	the	mind.	It	is	the	mind	alone	which,	as	in	a	dream,	appears	as	external	objects	
such	as	pot,	etc.	6	

	
Here	ShankarAchArya	is	invoking	the	vaithathya	prakaraNam	(Chapter	2	of	the	kArika),	which	
spends	a	considerable	amount	of	time	likening	the	dream	state	with	the	waking	state	and	
concludes	that	objects	seen	in	the	waking	state	are	no	more	real	than	those	seen	in	the	dream	
state	from	the	standpoint	of	Ultimate	Reality.	Specific	references	will	be	provided	later	in	this	
paper	to	substantiate	this.	ShankarAchArya’s	comments	refuting	vijnAnavAda	in	BSB	2.2.28	
need	to	be	viewed	in	this	context.		
	
The	second	reason	given	above,	viz.,	that	external	objects	are	not	different	from	the	mind	is	
an	 important	reason	which	will	be	used	to	refute	vijnAnavAda	in	BSB	2.2.28.	To	break	the	
suspense	–	the	fundamental	difference	between	the	vijnAnavAdin	and	the	advaitin	is	that	the	
latter	holds	that	the	Self	alone	exists,	and	all	that	is	perceived	by	the	ignorant	as	“external	
objects”	are	nothing	but	 the	Self;	whereas,	 the	vijnAnavAdin	on	the	other	hand,	does	not	
ascribe	any	eternal,	real	substratum	for	either	the	seer	or	the	seen.		
	
The	 astute	 reader	may	 point	 here	 that	 GaudapAdAchArya	 uses	 the	 term	 chitta,	meaning	
mind,	not	Self,	when	he	says	that	external	objects	are	not	separate	from	chitta.	So	how	is	one	
to	conclude	that	that	Self	is	meant	here	to	say	that	there	are	no	external	objects	apart	from	
the	Self?	To	answer	this,	we	must	consider	the	next	kArika.	
	
kArika	4.27:		
>न\मI	ंन	सदा	-चI	ंसं7पशृBयvवस	ुwiष	ु।		

अ>न\मIो	9वपया=सः	कथ	ंत7य	भ9वjय>त	॥	२७	॥	
Translation	(4.27):	“The	mind	does	not	enter	into	causal	relation	in	any	of	the	three	periods	of	
time.	 How	 can	 the	 mind	 be	 ever	 subject	 to	 delusion,	 as	 there	 is	 no	 cause	 for	 any	 such	
delusion?”	6	

	
The	dualist	here	has	an	objection:	He	starts	off	saying,	 let	us	assume	that	your	contention	
that	 “the	 mind	 appears	 as	 a	 pot	 even	 though	 such	 objects	 are	 non-existent”	 is	 true.		
Therefore,	false	knowledge	must	exist,	and	such	being	the	case	right	knowledge	also	must	
also	exist,	to	distinguish	it	from	false	knowledge.	Here	the	dualist	wants	to	establish	that	there	
is	a	positive	entity	called	avidya.	
	
The	siddhAntin	replies	the	mind	does	not	come	into	contact	with	any	external	object	in	any	
period	of	time.	If	it	had,	then	his	(the	dualist’s)	contention	that	there	must	be	right	knowledge	
would	have	been	true,	from	the	standpoint	of	paramArtha	(Ultimate	Reality).	In	relation	to	
that	right	knowledge,	there	would	be	a	false	knowledge.	However,	such	a	contact	between	
mind	and	the	object	never	exists	in	any	period	of	time.	Therefore,	the	mind	is	never	subject	
to	false	knowledge,	this	is	the	nature	of	the	mind.	It	appears	to	take	the	form	of	pot	etc,	on	
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account	of	avidya	or	ignorance	of	reality.	However,	this	false	knowledge	is	not	a	correlative	
of	true	knowledge,	it	is	due	to	the	ignorance	of	the	true	nature	of	reality.		
	
The	point	being	made	here	by	Gaudapada	and	Shankara	is	that	it	is	avidya	that	gives	rise	to	
the	appearance	of	names	and	forms.	These	names	and	forms	can	never	be	said	to	be	the	
cause	of	their	perception,	because	as	appearances,	they	are	unreal.	Their	reality	is	only	of	the	
substratum	Brahman.	 The	mind,	 according	 to	GaudapAda,	 is	 non-different	 from	Brahman	
fundamentally.	This	is	different	to	the	vijnAnavAdin’s	concept	of	the	mind	–	according	to	him	
the	mind	is	momentary	and	the	consciousness	of	one	moment	is	unrelated	to	that	of	the	next	
moment.	 The	 vedAntin’s	 refutation	 of	 the	 vijnAnavAdin	 is	 that	 in	 the	 absence	 of	 an	
unchanging	 perceiver,	 it	 is	 not	 possible	 to	 know	 the	 change	 of	 consciousness	 from	 one	
moment	to	another,	as	well	as	the	mind’s	painful	nature	and	non-Atman	character,	which	are	
all	attributes	that	the	vijnAnavAdin	assigns	to	the	mind.	
	
	

4. Vaitathya	PrakaraNa	and	drishTi-srishTi	vAda	
Next,	we	proceed	to	look	for	evidence	of	drishTi-srishTi	vAda	in	the	2nd	chapter	of	GK,	the	
vaitathya	prakaraNa.	
	
kArika	2.4:		
अFतः7थानाI	ुभेदानां	त7माyजागrरत	े7मतृम	्।		 	

यथा	तi	तथा	7व[ने	संवतृBवेन	\भ@यत	े॥	४	॥	
Translation	(2.4):	Different	objects	cognized	in	a	dream	(are	mithyA)	on	account	of	their	being	
perceived	to	exist.	For	the	same	reason,	the	objects	seen	in	the	waking	state	are	mithyA.	The	
nature	 of	 objects	 is	 the	 same	 in	 the	 waking	 state	 and	 dream.	 The	 only	 difference	 is	 the	
limitation	of	space.	6	

	
In	the	bhAshya	to	this	kArika,	Shankara	says	that	the	proposition	to	be	established	(pratigyA)	
is	that	the	objects	perceived	in	the	waking	state	are	vaitathya,	and	the	reason	(hEtu)	for	that	
is	 that	 they	 are	 perceived.	 The	 objects	 in	 the	 dream	 state	 are	 vaitathya.	 Perception	 is	 a	
common	 feature	 to	 both	 the	 dream	 state	 and	 the	 waking	 state.	 Therefore,	 the	 objects	
perceived	in	the	waking	state	must	also	be	vaitathya.	This	is	in	contrast	to	BS	2.2.28,	where	
perception	was	given	as	a	reason	for	why	objects	are	not	non-existent.	This	subtle	difference	
between	the	two	places	must	be	borne	in	mind.	
	
kArika	2.5:	
7व[नजागrरते	7थाने	Pयेकमाहुम=नी9षणः	।		

भेदानां	_ह	समBवेन	A\स@धेनवै	हेतनुा	॥	५	॥	
Translation	 (2.5):	 The	 thoughtful	 persons	 speak	 of	 the	 sameness	 of	 the	waking	 and	 ream	
states	on	account	of	similarity	of	objects	(perceived	in	both	the	states)	on	grounds	already	
described.	6	
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kArika	2.6:	
आदावFत	ेच	यFनाि7त	वत=मानेऽ9प	तIथा	।		

9वतथःै	सTशाः	सFतोऽ9वतथा	इव	ल{Cताः	॥	६	॥ 
Translation	(2.6):	That	which	is	non-existent	at	the	beginning	and	in	the	end,	is	necessarily	so	
(non-existent)	in	the	middle.	The	objects	are	like	the	illusions	we	see,	still	they	are	regarded	as	
real.	6	

	
Shankara	says	in	the	bhAshya	to	ths	kArika:	तथेमे	जा|@TUया	भेदाः	आ@यFतयोरभावात	्9वतथरेैव	
मगृतिृjणका_द\भः	सTशBवा@9वतथा	एव	;	तथा9प	अ9वतथा	इव	ल{Cता	मढैूरनाBम9व@\भः	॥	
Though	they	(the	objects	of	experience)	are	of	the	same	nature	as	mithyA	objects,	such	as	
mirage,	etc.	on	account	of	their	non-existence	at	the	beginning	and	at	the	end,	still	they	are	
regarded	as	real	by	the	ignorant,	that	is,	by	persons	that	do	not	know	the	Self.	
 
kArika	2.7: 
सAयोजनता	तषेां	7व[ने	9वA>तप@यत	े।		

त7मादा@यFतव~वेन	\म�यवै	खल	ुत	े7मतृाः	॥	७	॥	
Translation	(2.7):	The	serving	a	purpose	(as	means	to	an	end),	of	them	(the	objects	of	waking	
experience)	is	contradicted	(opposed)	in	dream.	Therefore	they	are	undoubtedly	admitted	to	
be	mithyA	on	account	of	their	(both	waking	and	dream)	being	with	a	beginning	and	an	end.	6	
	
Here	 the	 objection	 that	 objects	 perceived	 when	 awake	 serve	 a	 purpose	 whereas	 dream	
objects	 do	 not,	 and	 hence	 the	 former	must	 be	 real	 is	 dismissed	 on	 the	 grounds	 that	 the	
objects	perceived	 in	 the	waking	state	 lose	their	purpose	 in	dream.	For	example,	someone	
who	eats	and	drinks	well	when	awake,	can	find	himself	afflicted	with	hunger	and	thirst	as	if	
he	were	without	food	and	drink	for	several	days	when	dreaming,	and	vice	versa.	So	the	food	
and	drink	that	he	consumed	in	the	waking	state	served	no	purpose	when	he	was	dreaming.	
 
kArika	2.9	and	2.10: 
7व[नवIृाव9प	BवFतUचेतसा	कि�पतं	Bवसत	्।		

ब_हUचेतो	गहृEतं	स@Tjटं	वतै�यमेतयोः	॥	९	॥	

जा|@वIृाव9प	BवFतUचेतसा	कि�पतं	Bवसत	्।		

ब_हUचेतोगहृEतं	स@यhुतं	वतै�यमेतयोः	॥	१०	॥	
Translation	(2.9	and	2.10):	In	dream,	(the	belief	is	that)	what	is	imagined	within	by	the	mind	
is	mithyA	and	what	is	cognized	outside	appears	to	be	real.	But	(in	truth)	both	these	are	known	
to	be	unreal.	Similarly,	in	the	waking	state	also	(the	belief	is	that)	what	is	imagined	within	the	
mind	is	mithyA,	and	what	is	experienced	outside	appears	to	be	real.	In	fact,	both	should	be	
rationally	held	to	be	unreal.	6	
	
kArika	2.11	and	2.12:	
उभयोर9प	वतै�यं	भेदानां	7थानयोय=_द	।		
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क	एताFबvुयत	ेभेदाFको	व	ैतषेां	9वक�पकः	॥	११	॥	

क�पयBयाBमनाBमानमाBमा	देवः	7वमायया	।		

स	एव	बvुयत	ेभेदा>न>त	वेदाFत>नUचयः	॥	१२	॥	
Translation	(2.11	and	2.12):	If	the	objects	cognized	in	both	the	conditions	(of	dream	and	of	
waking)	be	mithyA,	who	cognizes	all	these	and	who	again	imagines	them?	Atman,	the	self-
luminous,	through	the	power	of	his	own	MAyA,	imagines	in	himself	by	himself	(all	the	objects	
that	 the	subject	experiences	within	or	without).	He	alone	 is	 the	cogniser	of	 the	objects	 (so	
created).	This	is	the	decision	of	the	Vedanta.	6	

	
Having	 established	 that	 the	 objects	 of	 the	 dream	 and	waking	 are	mithyA,	 the	 proverbial	
million-dollar	question	is	asked	–	if	everything	is	mithyA	only,	who	is	the	perceiver?	And	the	
answer	that	Vedanta	gives,	which	separates	it	from	vijnAnavAda	is	–	it	is	the	Atma,	by	its	own	
Maya,	that	is	the	seer,	the	seen	and	the	seeing.	
	
kArika	2.13:	
9वकरोBयपराFभावानFतिUचIे	�यवि7थतान	्।		

>नयतांUच	ब_हिUचI	एवं	क�पयत	ेAभःु	॥	१३	॥	
Translation	(2.13):	The	Lord	(Atman),	with	his	mind	turned	outward,	variously	imagines	the	
diverse	objects	(such	as	sound	etc.),	which	are	already	in	his	mind	(in	the	form	of	vAsanAs	or	
sankalpAs	or	desires).	The	Atman	again	(with	his	mind	turned	within),	imagines	in	his	mind	
various	(objects	of)	ideas.	6	
	
ShankarAchArya	says	in	the	bhAshyam	to	this	kArika,	that	the	prabhu,	or	Atma,	with	his	mind	
turned	outward,	creates/imagines	the	diverse	forms	of	various	objects,	both	permanent	(such	
as	earth	etc.)	and	impermanent	(ie	those	that	last	as	long	as	the	imagination	lasts).	Similarly,	
turning	his	mind	inward,	Atma	imagines	various	ides	which	are	subjective.	In	other	words,	the	
Atma	creates	the	“objective”	universe	by	going	outward,	and	the	“subjective”	universe	by	
turning	inwards.	
	
In	conclusion,	this	is	the	view	presented	by	ShankarAchArya	in	commenting	on	the	vaitathya	
prakaraNa:	
	

1) In	the	vaitathya	prakaraNA,	Shankara	holds	that	the	objects	perceived	in	the	dream	
states	and	the	waking	states	have	a	similar	level	of	reality	–	objects	of	the	waking	state	
are	no	more	real	than	the	objects	of	the	dream	state.		

2) Specifically,	they	are	vaitathya,	and	the	reason	why	they	are	so	is	because	they	are	
perceived.		

3) The	Self	is	the	seer,	and	the	seer	creates	as	it	were,	all	the	objects	perceived	externally	
and	internally.		

	
This	view,	is	nothing	but	DSV	really.	
	

5. Conclusions	
Therefore,	can	one	conclude	on	the	basis	of	BS	2.2.28	and	GK	4.28,	that	Shankara’s	personal	
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view	is	against	DSV?	It	is	this	author’s	view	that	such	a	conclusion	cannot	be	drawn	on	these	
grounds,	because:	
	

1) What	is	done	in	BS	2.2.28	to	refute	vijnAnavAda,	is	simply	an	exercise	akin	to	prathama	
malla	nyAya.	That	is,	he	is	simply	using	another	opponent’s	(the	dualist’s)	argument	
against	 vijnAnavAda	 and	 not	 everything	 stated	 while	 making	 such	 a	 refutation	
represents	 the	views	of	ShankarAchArya	himself.	Therefore,	when	ShankarAchArya	
seems	to	be	arguing	for	the	reality	of	external	objects	in	BS	2.2.28,	we	think	that	it	
should	be	viewed	simply	as	him	using	the	bAhyArthavAdin’s	arguments	to	refute	the	
vijnAnavAdin,	 not	 because	 he	 himself	 holds	 that	 external	 objects	 are	 real.	 Why?	
Because	elsewhere	(GK),	he	argues	the	opposite	(that	external	objects	are	unreal)	too!		
	

2) Within	 BS	 2.2.28	 itself,	 what	 Shankara	 is	 refuting,	 is	 simply	 the	 vijnAnavAdin’s	
contention	that	what	is	perceived	is	atyanta	asat	(like	a	hare’s	horn)	–	that	is,	he	is	
refuting	 the	 vijnAnavAdin’s	 conception	 of	 the	 world,	 which	 lacks	 an	 changeless	
substratum	/	perceiver.		Why	do	we	say	this?	
	
In	GK,	he	uses	the	hEtu	of	perception	to	argue	for	the	vaitathyam	of	objects.	Here	(in	
BS	2.2.28),	he	uses	the	same	hEtu	of	perception	to	argue	against	the	abhAva	(non-
existence)	of	objects.	That	 is	why	 in	BS	2.2.28	he	says	 that	“I	 see	Vishnumitra,	 the	
vandhyA	putrah”	is	a	statement	that	no	one	can	make.	Even	the	example	he	gives	is	
of	 the	 non-perception	 of	 an	 object	 like	 the	 son-of-a-barren-woman,	 a	well-known	
idiom	in	Vedanta	for	atyanta	asat	objects.			
	
Therefore,	it	is	apparent	that	he	does	not	consider	vaitathya	=	abhAva/atyanta	asat.	

	
Therefore,	 what	 ShankarAchArya	 is	 against	 is	 atyanta	 asattA	 postulated	 by	 the	
vijnAnavAdin,	not	the	vaitathya	postulated	by	GaudapAda.		Further,	in	arguing	against	
the	 atyanta	 asattA	 of	 objects	 in	 BS	 2.2.28,	 it	 would	 be	 wrong	 to	 conclude	 that	
ShankarAchArya	is	arguing	for	the	sattA	(paramArtha	satta)	of	those	objects	either.	If	
he	were,	there	would	be	advaita	hAni	(harm	to	the	idea	of	one,	homogenous	reality)	
as	there	would	be	two	realities	–	the	seer	and	the	seen.	
	
Therefore,	what	he	is	arguing	for	instead,	is	that	they	are	vaitathya	(that	is	mithyA)	–	
the	third	predicate	in	advaita	ontology.	Neither	sat,	nor	asat.		
	
By	 establishing	 that	 BS	 2.2.28	 does	 not	 establish	 the	 reality	 of	 external	 objects	 (it	
merely	their	non-existence),	we	take	an	important	argument	away	in	establishing	that	
Shankara	disagrees	with	DSV.	

	
3) In	GK	4.28,	what	is	refuted	in	vijnAnavAda	is	 its	belief	 in	the	momentariness	of	the	

mind	and	the	birth	of	the	mind,	not	the	unreality	of	external	objects.	In	fact,	in	the	
bhAshya	of	4.28,	Shankara	argues	that	the	Advaita	AchArya	approves	the	refutation	
of	the	dvaitin’s	arguments	on	the	reality	of	external	objects,	using	arguments	from	
vijnAnavAda	that	declare	their	unreality.	
	

4) Both	GaudapAda	and	ShankarAchArya	have	a	fundamentally	different	conception	of	
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the	mind	compared	to	the	vijnAnavAdin.	So	when	they	say	that	the	mind	appears	to	
take	 the	 form	 of	 external	 objects,	 the	 mind	 they	 are	 referring	 to	 is	 not	 the	
vijnAnavadin’s	idea	of	a	mind.	In	response	to	the	vijnAnavAdin’s	contention	that	the	
advaitin	is	simply	proving	the	self-evidence	of	consciousness	which	is	the	Bauddha’s	
position	 in	 BS	 2.2.28,	 Shankara	 says:	सा{CणोऽवगFतःु	 7वयं\स@धतामपु{Cपता,	 7वयं	
Aथत	े 9वZानम	् इBयेष	 एव	 मम	 पC7Bवया	 वाचोयhुBयFतरेणा-�त	 इ>त	 चेत,्	 न	 ;	

9वZान7योBप9IAvवंसानेकBवा_द9वशषेव~वा5यपुगमात	् -	 “If	 you	 (vijnAnavAdin)	 finally	
object	 that	 we	 (advaitin),	 when	 advocating	 the	witnessing	 Self	 as	 self-proved,	 are	
simply	 expressing	 in	 other	words	 the	 vijnAnavAda	 principle	 that	 thoughts	 are	 self-
manifested,	 we	 refute	 by	 remarking	 that	 your	 ideas	 have	 the	 attributes	 of	 birth,	
passing	 away,	 being	manifold	 etc	 (whereas	 our	 Self	 is	 one	 and	 permanent)”.	 It	 is	
Brahman	itself	that	appears	as	the	many.	What	is	rejected	here	is	not	DSV,	but	the	
vijnAnavAdin’s	denial	of	the	one	permanent	Self.	
	

5) From	a	review	of	the	vaitathya	prakaraNa	of	the	GaudapAda	kArika	it	becomes	evident	
that	 there	 is	 evidence	 of	 an	 acceptance	 of	 drishTi-srishTi,	 even	 though	 it	 is	 not	
explicitly	termed	as	such.	

	
In	conclusion,	while	ShankarAchArya	does	not	explicitly	state	a	preference	for	DSV	or	SDV	in	
his	 bhAshyAs,	 it	 is	 not	 appropriate	 to	 conclude	 that	 he	 rejects	 DSV	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 his	
refutation	of	vijnAnavAda.	A	subtler	approach	to	this	question	is	needed.		
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